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This essay addresses working and economic conditions in Holyoke during the 1870s and 1880s as the city acquired industrial stature and some paper and textile workers attempted to organize. But it starts from the perspective of a paper maker who experienced the final collapse of the city’s industrial base in the 1950s and 1960s and presided over the oldest surviving labor organization in Holyoke.

Ray Beaudry learned his papermaking skills in the early 1950s under the traditional tutelage of a machine tender who headed the local Papermaker's Union. Ray survived that decade's job losses and foresaw the disappearance of the paper industry in Holyoke. By the mid-1960s he had succeeded his mentor as President of Eagle Lodge Local One and watched nearly all of Holyoke's paper plants shut down. Ray's union, the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers, traced its roots to the formation by Holyoke machine tenders and beater engineers of the Eagle Lodge, chartered in 1884.
Machine tenders traditionally held an elevated and powerful role in the labor force. They hired their crews, negotiated with management and often progressed to superintendent. Ray Beaudry commented in a 1988 interview for the “Shifting Gears” project at Holyoke Heritage State Park, “When I started in the paper industry, it was still, you know, it was a trade… In the early days of machine tending in Holyoke, it would take you sometimes maybe fifteen, twenty years to get to that position.” As labor leaders they represented the interests of the skilled, male-dominated elite and showed no eagerness to include lower-ranked paper workers such as the women in the rag and finishing rooms.

Some background on Holyoke’s paper and textile industries in the 1870s and 1880s explains the barriers facing labor organization in those early days and the relatively strong position of skilled paper workers.

The new dam and expanding canal system attracted textile and paper mills in the early 1850s. Capital flowed into the city between the end of the Civil War and the Panic of 1873. But the labor force, swelling with immigrants, lacked leverage with employers. Many immigrants considered their living and employment conditions to be at least better than those they had escaped. Workers relied for their welfare on the paternalistic care provided by employers, designed to ensure the loyalty of workers and prevent labor agitation.

Wage reductions in the textile mills in the mid-1870s sparked a short-lived and unsuccessful strike by weavers and spinners. Statewide political pressure and exposure of factory conditions led to legislation in 1874 limiting the work week to sixty hours for women and children textile workers under age eighteen, which effectively reduced the work week for all textile workers. As the economy recovered, wages rose and construction boomed in the late 1870s and early 1880s. Craftsmen in the building trades, seeking to control the labor market, took some successful actions. (See footnote 1.) Textile workers, however, remained largely unorganized. Some who walked out gained raises, while others were fired and replaced.
Immigrants from Quebec, willing to work for lower wages, flooded the labor market in the late 1870s. They sparked ethnic frictions and added to language barriers that fractured the workforce. These French Canadians, drawn away from a depressed agricultural economy by advertisements of jobs in Holyoke, soon dominated the textile labor force. The newcomers faced resentment and disdain, especially from Irish feeling threatened in lower-skilled textile jobs.

During the 1870s the population of Holyoke doubled (to 22,000 in 1880) and contained the highest proportion of foreign-born residents of any city in Massachusetts – about half throughout the 1870s. (See footnote 2.) Throughout the decade about 42% of the foreign-born came from Ireland or Canada, but the balance between these two ethnic groups shifted toward Canadian origin. The French Canadian population was sixty percent of the Irish population in 1870; by 1880 French Canadians numbered almost 5000, exceeding the Irish by sixteen percent. Of the native-born half in 1880, sixty percent had foreign-born parents. (See footnote 3.) Native-born household heads in 1880 held non-manual jobs at a far higher rate (34%) than Irish at 8% or Canadian at 6%. (See footnote 4.)

Even the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics took a dim view of French Canadian immigrants in 1881. Its twelfth annual report charged, “They care nothing for our institutions, civil, political or educational… They are a horde of industrial invaders, not a stream of stable settlers… These people have one good trait. They are indefatigable workers, and docile… Now it is not strange that so sordid and low a people should awaken corresponding feelings in the managers, and that these should feel that, the longer the hours for such people, the better, and that to work them to the uttermost is about the only good use they can be put to…” The Holyoke Transcript, a newspaper generally sympathetic to the managerial stance, joined the public outcry and rose to the defense of the French-Canadian community. (See footnote 5.) Ethnic groups settled in distinct communities and worked in clusters in the mills, hindering their association by trade. Louis Gendron, a paper worker at National Blank Book during the 1950s, commented in a “Shifting Gears” interview in 1988 on the hiring practices and ethnic enclaves of workers in earlier days. “Way back in the beginning it was quite a family affair… They would sometimes go as many as three generations working there. There was a lot of that, not towards the end, because of the diversification of people and the different kind of jobs that were open.”

Holyoke’s paper industry led the nation in sales, but was buffeted by economic booms and busts. Faster machines and more manufacturers entering the market caused overproduction and periodic shutdowns. Competition arose from cheaper pulp paper made in more heavily forested places such as Wisconsin and Canada. The price of fine writing paper fell by 58% between 1865 and 1880. (See footnote 6.) Four new mills built in the early 1880s generated a boom, but then led to overproduction and depression in the mid-1880s. After recovery Holyoke produced 80% of the nation’s fine writing and bond papers in 1890.
The Paper Makers Protective Union formed in 1874 – in the wake of the 1873 panic – as the first paper industry’s trade association to provide sickness, injury and unemployment benefits. The Protective Union dissolved within three years, pressured by mill closings and an influx of immigrant and migratory “tramp” labor.

Eagle Lodge, founded in reaction to the depression of 1884-85, sought primarily to reduce the long hours in the paper industry’s two-tour system. Typically papermaking machines ran around the clock. Laborers in this two-tour system worked eleven-hour days and thirteen-hour nights on alternating weeks. Eagle Lodge stimulated discussion in Holyoke and took their case to the convention of American Paper Manufacturers at Saratoga in 1886. Whiting Paper responded by reducing the machine tenders’ workweek from 72 to 60 hours. Whiting’s backtenders (one step below machine tender) took a 15 percent pay increase rather than a shorter week.

But Eagle Lodge failed to make much headway in most of the paper mills. Wages remained low relative to profits in the paper industry, even as it boomed in the late 1880s. Mill owners refused to supplant the two-tour system with three shifts until after 1900. Antagonism between workers and management intensified, reflecting a broader erosion of worker’s faith in and reliance upon their employers’ concern for their welfare. Workers were realizing that they would have to take protective action despite their fears.

More radical fringe movements like the German-backed socialists gained little following in 1880s Holyoke. But growing anger set the stage for more militant labor activity after the severe depression of the 1890s lifted and trusts formed under absentee financiers at the close of the century.
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Unions

Life in the mills was difficult. Workers in the mills were on the job at 5:00 am. At 6:00 am they could stop for breakfast for an hour. Dinner came at 12:15 pm for 45 minutes. At 6:30 pm, workers got another 45 minutes for supper. They often worked until 9:00 pm for six days a week.

There were no legal regulations of hours or conditions of labor in Massachusetts before 1874. It was a person’s privilege, an inherent liberty, to work as many hours as he chose – but of course, you had to buy food and shelter! To some extent, all immigrant groups shared the problems of low wages, long hours and poor working conditions.
In many paper mills employees were allowed to rise in the ranks and sometimes to share in a company’s fortune. Whereas cotton mills were owned by absentee Boston capitalists who rarely reinvested money in the mills and allowed the industry, not the local economy, to set wage rates, paper mill owners were hands-on people, often living in Holyoke. Cotton mill wages for Holyoke workers were determined in Boston where the rates were kept in line with what was paid elsewhere and paper manufacturers in Holyoke agreed informally among themselves what wages should prevail.

Textile mill hands were more likely to find themselves not working several days of the week due to slumps in the textile business. However, when workers were on their feet, they were in an environment where ventilation and sanitary arrangements were primitive. Though mill work is sometimes romanticized, girls frequently fainted at the spinning frames. When the mills were finally equipped with ventilators, it was a source of pride to the management that women no longer collapsed at their work.

Mills could be dangerous. With the lint in the air of the cotton mills and flare of the gasoline that lit the rooms, it is a wonder that mill fires were the exception rather than the rule. No requirements were put upon factories to supply fire escapes and only the insurance regulations made those precautions obligatory.

Mill management was unique in Holyoke. Most mill owners lived and worked locally. They were at the factories daily and oversaw superintendents, foreman and workmen. Knowing their workers would be more efficient if they were taken care of, many mill owners provided company housing, recreation space like auditoriums, and health clinics. During work slumps in both paper and textile mills, local owners of mills would reduce everyone’s hours and allow the sharing of working rather than laying employees off. Kin hiring was also quite popular in paper and textile mills. If your mother, father, sister or brother worked at a certain mill, you were likely to be hired there as well. These systems were in place largely to stave off unionization.

Labor unions took time to spring up in Holyoke. Newcomers willing to work for less stimulated the birth of labor organizations in Holyoke around 1880. Building trades and cigar makers organized first. The first Holyoke local assembly of the Knights of Labor was organized in November 1882 with 14 members. The activities of the Holyoke Knights were directed toward the passage of a weekly payments law, shortening the hours of the paper mill workers and arbitration of strikes. The Knights of Labor got involved in the paper mill workers’ campaign to shorten their weekend hours. Hours of labor were much on the minds of workers in post-Civil War Massachusetts. From Eagle Lodge, formed in Holyoke in 1884, sprang the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers. In 1890, the Central Labor Union was established in Holyoke as a clearing house for issues affecting all organized labor in the community.

Anna Sullivan was a leader in the organizing drive of the Amalgamated Textile Workers Union during the 1930s. The union brought the first 40 hour week to Skinner in 1936; she was hired by the Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO) in 1938 as a full-time organizer, and she eventually became the vice-president of the Massachusetts CIO: “I organized in Easthampton, Ludlow, door-to-door and leafleting factories. I had three types of leaflets - - in Polish, in French and in English. The people came out and waited to get their leaflet…From that, we built up. We came up a whole lot compared to what we ever had.”
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Anna Sullivan, coming from a family of textile workers and with little formal education, became a legend in Holyoke and beyond for risking her personal safety and what little security she had to increase the rights and well-being of her fellow textile mill workers.

Born in 1904, Anna Sullivan started working in a textile mill in Holyoke at the age of 14 to help support her six brothers and sisters after her father died. She began her labor efforts as a member of the Weaver's Union in 1932. Alongside thousands of other workers, she participated in “the Great Textile Strike” of 1934, the largest strike in U.S. history. Although the strike was a failure, the experience inspired Sullivan to devote the rest of her life to the union cause, organizing the workers at the Wm. Skinner & Sons Mills in 1936 which led to the
Skinner Mill becoming the first in Holyoke to sign a contract with the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). In 1938 she became a full-time CIO union organizer and traveled throughout the Northeast to assist other unionization efforts. From 1946 to 1966, she worked as an organizer and negotiator for the Textile Workers Union of America.

You know what they used to do? At holidays, they laid off [the workers] for 10 days with no pay. I saw red; I was furious... I told [one of the owners] ‘in this place, I don’t think a person who works here could ever enjoy Christmas. You can’t afford a gift for your child.’ He came back that afternoon and said he never knew the employees didn’t like the layoffs.”

Anna Sullivan helped form the first CIO union in Western Massachusetts and was an organizer for the national staff of the CIO. She worked for the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination and was director for the Springfield, Massachusetts AFL-CIO Labor Council. She was elected the first woman vice-president of the Massachusetts Industrial Union Council in 1943.

Also active in politics she became a Democratic Committeewoman in 1948, and ran unsuccessfully for Congress in 1950. She was an active member of the political committee of the Springfield-Chicopee-Westfield Labor Council and political director on the board of directors of the Springfield Chapter of the American Red Cross.

She was a member of the War Manpower Commission from 1941 to 1945, Western Massachusetts Office of Price Administration from 1941 to 1945, and the Rent Control Board from 1946-1952. She was also a director of the Springfield Orchestra Association, Holyoke Community Chest and Visiting Nurses Association of Holyoke.